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On date night, you want to focus on having a good time. Illfitting clothes are a pointless distraction. When you pick a dress that works with your body shape, you’ll
look and feel your best.
If your body is inverted triangle shaped, it’s either because you have strong, broad shoulders or an ample bosom. Either way, your hips seem narrow by comparison.
You can play up this imbalance for a warrior princess look, or balance out your top by adding volume to your hips with a structured skirt. Either look can be stunning.

Sweetheart Neckline Colorblock Dress
Eloquii’s Sweetheart Neckline Colorblock Dress balances out any figure. The wide neckline and color blocking visually break up
your broad shoulders or large bust. The fabric has enough structure that it won’t hang limply over your hips like some other
materials.
The back is plain black, so this dress is great for women who want to add a pop of animal print to an outfit without going
overboard.

Studio Bonded Pique Dress
Many inverted triangle shaped women like to balance out their top with a structured skirt that adds volume to their hips.
Eloquii’s Studio Bonded Pique Dress does just that. The second layer of fabric in the skirt gives you an hourglass shape while
creating a modern, flirty silhouette.
The bright red color is what every date night needs.

Whimsy Wrap Dress
Kyonna’s Whimsy Wrap Dress is a true wrap dress, so it adjusts to fit your chest. Finally, a dress that won’t pull or feel too tight. The flounces add volume to your
lower half, balancing out strong, powerful shoulders.
Those ruffles are just made for the dance floor.
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Sweetheart Knit Wrap Dress
If your inverted triangle shape is due to your bra size, coverage is almost always an issue. It can be a
challenge to find a dress that shows just the right amount of skin. Kiyonna’s Sweetheart Knit Wrap
Dress offers that little bit of extra coverage you need. This dress lets you wear a supportive bra without
making you look too covered up.

Shirred Bodycon Dress
Torrid’s Shirred Bodycon Dress is perfect for when you want to emphasize your broad shoulders and look like athletic and
feminine at the same time. Your body’s natural inverted triangle shape will be on display here in the best way possible. You’ll
look strong and sexy all at once.

Stop Fighting Your Body Shape
Most women waste time trying on and even buying dresses that aren’t made for their body. When you stick to the right shapes for you, clothes shopping becomes
easier and you’ll feel more comfortable and confident on date night. With an inverted triangle shaped body, you have a lot of options. A structured or fuller skirt will
balance out your top. Or you can decide not to balance out your top and show off the proud, capable woman you are.
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